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deliberation

(noun) / di-ˌli-bə-ˈrā-shən

extended conversation among two
or more people to come to a better
understanding of some issue
(Beauchamp, 2020)
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Deliberation Online
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Deliberation Online

Stanford Online Deliberation Platform

Figure 2: The Stanford Online Deliberation Platform. Note the queue with a timer, agenda management elements, and control
elements for the participants to self-moderate.

cdd.stanford.edu
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Deliberation Online
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Reputation Indicators

Used by project maintainers to prioritize issues and evaluate
new contributors (Marlow et al, 2013)
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Reputation Indicators

+ Incentivize engagement
- Distort persuasive equity?
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Q. Does reputation
have persuasive power
in deliberation online?
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Preview of Findings

Reputation is
persuasive

+10 reputation units →
+26% persuasion rate
Patterns in effect heterogeneity
consistent with reference cues theory
(Bilancini & Boncinelli, 2018)
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Empirical Strategy
I. Identifying opinion-change
II. Disentangling non-reputation factors
III. Handling unobserved confounders
IV. Controlling for text
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I. Identifying Opinion-Change
Persuasion: Empirical Evidence.
DellaVigna & Gentzkow. Annual
Review of Economics. 2010.
Typically unobserved —
challenging to identify

I. Identifying Opinion-Change
Our strategy: Dataset of online
deliberation from ChangeMyView
2013

2019

>1 million debates between >800,000 members
>20 moderators enforce high-quality deliberation
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Poster

Challenger
Reputation

Indicator of successful persuasion

Explicit indicators of successful persuasion
provided by opinion-holders (posters)
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Poster

Challenger
Reputation

Indicator of successful persuasion

Prominent display of reputation based on
number of individuals persuaded previously
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Empirical Strategy
I. Identifying opinion-change
II. Disentangling non-reputation factors
III. Handling unobserved confounders
IV. Controlling for text
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II. Disentangling Non-Reputation Factors
Exploit multiple debates per challenger
skill =

no. posters persuaded previously
no. previous debates

Controls for time-invariant challenger
characteristics that affect persuasion
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II. Disentangling Non-Reputation Factors
Exploit multiple responses per
opinion to control for opinion
fixed-effects
Addresses confounding arising
from endogenous opinion
selection

Opinion

r1
r2
r3

Each
challenger’s
response →
a debate
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III. Handling Unobserved Confounders
Main concern
Time-varying challenger
characteristics correlated
with persuasion

Example: users improving
their rhetorical ability with
platform experience
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III. Handling Unobserved Confounders
Instrument intuition
• Higher (worse) position →
lower persuasion probability
• Reputation ≈ no. of posters
persuaded previously

Opinion

r1
r2
r3

Decreasing
attention,
argument
space
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III. Handling Unobserved Confounders
Instrument definition
Mean past position of
challenger before the
present debate
First-stage F-statistic > 3000
Similar to the Fox News channel position
instrument (Martin & Yurukoglu, 2017)
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III. Handling Unobserved Confounders
Immediate concern
Users selecting opinions to
challenge based on their
anticipated response position
Must control for response
position in the present debate

Zpu

rpu

Ypu

Spu

Up

tpu

(see paper for details)
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IV. Controlling for Text
Why control for text?

Zpu

d

Instrument confounders must affect
both instrument and outcome
Are likely to affect the outcome
through the response text
NLP approaches: No guarantees on
retaining confounders or inference

Xpu
c

V

b
a

rpu

Ypu

(see paper for details)
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the outcome through the text Xpu . If we decompose the text into

IV. Controlling for Text

ptual components a, b, c and d, it is sufficient to control for a to
the Zpu $ V ! a ! Ypu causal pathway.

Our
approach:
Partially-linear
IV
model,
estimated
via
erationalize this idea by estimating the following partially-linear instrumental variable sp
double rmachine-learning
(Chernozhukov
et.
al.,
2016)
with endogenous
,
as
formulated
by
(Chernozhukov
et
al.,
2018):
pu
Ypu =

1 rpu

+

2 spu

+

3 tpu

E[✏pu |Zpu , ⌧p , spu , tpu , Xpu ] = 0

+ g(⌧p , Xpu ) + ✏pu

Zpu = ↵1 spu + ↵2 tpu + h(⌧p , Xpu ) +

0
✏pu

0
E[✏pu |⌧p , spu , tpu , Xpu ]

=0

s specification, the high-dimensional covariates ⌧p (the opinion fixed-effects) and Xpu (a

entation of u’s response text) have been moved into the arguments of the “nuisance fun

nd h(·). As earlier, rpu is u’s reputation, spu is u’s skill, tpu is u’s position and Zpu (the instru

mean past position of u before opinion p. ✏pu and

0
✏pu

are error terms with zero conditional

he parameter of interest, quantifying the causal effect of reputation on persuasion.
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IV. Controlling for Text
Nuisance functions: Deep ReLU neural networks
[Xpu, p]

1 D

W1

R1

D s1

a1( )

1 s1

rpu
W2

s1 1

a2( )

spu

Hidden Layer

Output Layer

[0,100]

t pu
Zpu
Ypu

Input

+

+

{0,1}

Predicted Output

Figure 6: A neural network with one hidden layer (h = 1). The neural network transforms the D-dimensional
input, a concatenation of the response text vector Xpu and the fixed-effects indicator vector for ⌧p , into a

Valid inference with double ML (Farrell et. al., 2018)
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***

Results

0.0091

Reputation is persuasive
+10 reputation units → +26%
persuasion rate increase
over the platform average
persuasion rate (≈3.5%)

(0.0008)

***

***

(0.0002)

(0.0008)

0.0016 -0.0088
Reputation
(10 units)

Skill
(%)

Position

Estimated Local Average
Treatment Effect (LATE)

Outcome: Debate success
Treatment: Reputation

Controls: Skill, position, text
Includes opinion fixed-effects

(std. dev)
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Results
Persuasive power increases with cognitive load and
decreases with issue-involvement of opinion-holder
Short response

82%

Long response

89%

Short opinion

90%

Long opinion

83%
Reputation effect-share (vs skill)
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Implications for Deliberation Platforms
Consistent with reference cues theory of
persuasion (Bilancini & Boncinelli, 2018)
Reference cues used if they (i) have
lower cognitive cost, and (ii) are
accurate proxies
Potential strategy: Manipulate
perceived reference cue accuracy
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Preprint, code & data:
emaadmanzoor.com/ethos/
Emaad Manzoor
George H. Chen
Dokyun Lee
Michael D. Smith
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Our final dataset contains 91,730 opinions (23.5% of them conceded) shared by 60,573 unique posters,

Descriptive Statistics

which led to 1,026,201 debates (3.5% of them successful) with 143,891 unique challengers. Table 1
reports descriptive statistics of our dataset, and Figure 3 reports user-level distributions of participation
and debate success. Table 2 summarizes the notation that will use in all subsequent sections.

Statistics of challengers in each debate
Reputation rpu
Skill spu (%)
Position tpu
Mean past position Zpu P
Number of past debates p0 <p Sp0 u

Statistics of overall dataset
Number of opinions
Opinions conceded
Opinions leading to more than 1 debate
Number of debates
Successful debates
Multi-party debates
Number of debates per opinion
Successful debates per opinion
Number of unique posters
Opinions per poster
Number of unique challengers
Challengers with more than 1 debate
Number of debates per challenger
Successful debates per challenger

Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

15.9
3.0
14.8
10.4
244.4

43.4
3.7
24.3
13.0
591.7

1.0
1.6
8.0
7.5
24.00

91,730
21,576
84,998
1,026,201
36,187
348,041
11.2
0.4
60,573
1.5
143,891
64,871
7.1
0.3

(number of clusters with opinion fixed-effects)

12.7
0.9

9
0

2.4

1

(number of clusters with user fixed-effects)
58.5
1
3.2
0

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics. Debates from March 1, 2013 to October 10, 2019.
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Skill vs. Experience

39

Debate Participation and Success

40

Endogenous Opinion Selection
rpu

Spu

Ypu

Up

Zpu

rpu

Ypu

Spu

Up

tpu
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Instrument First-Stage
Dependent Variable: Reputation rpu
Mean past position Zpu
Skill spu (percentage)
Position tpu (std. deviations)
Opinion fixed-effects (⌧p )
Instrument F-Statistic
No. of debates
2
R
Note: Standard errors displayed in parentheses.

0.1833 (0.003)
2.3055 (0.012)⇤⇤⇤
⇤⇤⇤
1.7354 (0.067)
3
3, 338.7
1, 019, 469
0.22
⇤⇤⇤

⇤⇤⇤

p < 0.001;⇤⇤ p < 0.01;⇤ p < 0.05

Table 5: First-stage estimates. Mean past position as an instrument for reputation.
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An immediate concern is users selecting opinions to challenge based on their anticipated position in

We now detail our overall estimation procedure for the partially-linear instrumental variable

Double ML Estimation Procedure

specification. We include the opinion fixed-effect ⌧p , skill spu and position tpu as controls. S and S 0 are

disjoint subsamples of the data, and mr (·), ms (·), mt (·), mp (·), l(·) and q(·) are nonparametric functions
that we detail in the next subsection. The procedure is as follows:

1. Estimate the following conditional expectation functions on sample S 0 :
i. l(Xpu , ⌧p ) = E[Ypu |Xpu , ⌧p ] to get ˆl(·).

ii. q(Xpu , ⌧p ) = E[Zpu |Xpu , ⌧p ] to get q̂(·).

iii. mr (Xpu , ⌧p ) = E[rpu |Xpu , ⌧p ] to get m̂r (·).
iv. ms (Xpu , ⌧p ) = E[spu |Xpu , ⌧p ] to get m̂s (·).
v. mt (Xpu , ⌧p ) = E[tpu |Xpu , ⌧p ] to get m̂t (·).

2. Estimate the following residuals on sample S:
i. Ỹpu = Ypu

ˆl(Xpu , ⌧p ).

iii. r̃pu = rpu

m̂r (Xpu , ⌧p ).

ii. Z̃pu = Zpu

q̂(Xpu , ⌧p ).

iv. s̃pu = spu

m̂s (Xpu , ⌧p ).

v. t̃pu = tpu

m̂t (Xpu , ⌧p ).

3. Run a two-stage least-squares regression of Ỹpu on r̃pu , s̃pu , t̃pu using Z̃pu as an instrument for
r̃pu to obtain the estimated local average treatment effects of reputation, skill and position on
debate success.
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Neural Models of Text
Number of
Prediction target

Activation Functions

Hidden layers

Hidden Layer

Output Layer

Debate success Ypu 2 {0, 1}

5

ReLU

Sigmoid

Binary Cross-Entropy

3

ReLU

Rectifier

Mean squared error

Skill spu 2 [0, 100] (percentage)

3

ReLU

Sigmoid

Mean squared error

3

ReLU

Identity

Mean squared error

5

ReLU

Rectifier

Mean squared error

Reputation rpu 2 Z

+

Position tpu 2 R (standardized)
Instrument Zpu 2 R

+

Loss Function

Table 7: Architectural hyperparameters. The input layer matrix W 1 of each neural network has size 89,924
⇥ 4,926, where 89,924 is the dimensionality of the input vector (the vocabulary size + the number of unique
opinion clusters) and 4,926 is the dimensionality of Xpu (the vocabulary size). Each of the h hidden layer
matrices W 2 , . . . W h has size 4,926 ⇥ 4,926, and the output layer matrix W h+1 has size 4,926 ⇥ 1.
Subsample Loss
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Table 7: Architectural hyperparameters. The input layer matrix W 1 of each neural network has size 89,924
⇥ 4,926, where 89,924 is the dimensionality of the input vector (the vocabulary size + the number of unique
opinion clusters) and 4,926 is the dimensionality of Xpu (the vocabulary size). Each of the h hidden layer
matrices W 2 , . . . W h has size 4,926 ⇥ 4,926, and the output layer matrix W h+1 has size 4,926 ⇥ 1.

Neural Models of Text

Subsample Loss
Prediction target

Learning Rate Batch Size Weight-Decay

Train

Validation Inference

Debate success Ypu 2 {0, 1}

0.0001

50,000

10000

0.148

0.155

0.152

0.0001

50,000

10

39.801

40.406

39.842

Skill spu 2 [0, 100] (percentage)

0.0001

50,000

10

3.672

3.764

3.707

0.0001

50,000

10

0.658

0.789

0.796

0.0001

50,000

10000

12.389

13.370

13.217

Reputation rpu 2 Z

+

Position tpu 2 R (standardized)
Instrument Zpu 2 R+

0
0
Table 8: Optimization hyperparameters. The subsample losses on Strain
, Sval
and S are reported after training
each neural network with the selected hyperparameters for at most 5,000 mini-batch iterations (with early0
stopping) on Strain
. The binary cross-entropy subsample loss is reported for the network predicting Ypu and the
root mean squared prediction error is reported for the other networks.

Hence, after having selected the number of hidden layers for each neural network via the aforemen-
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assuming the absence of such characteristics, the baseline specifications imp

not learn to be more persuasive with experience on the platform. We prov

Effect of Experience

upport this assumption by estimating the following linear probability mod
Ypu = ⇢u + mpu + ✓1

X

Sp0 u + ✓2 tpu + ✏pu

p0 <p
Dependent Variable: Debate Success Ypu

a user fixed-effect capturing all
unobserved
time-invariant
user
characte
P
6
6

No. of opinions challenged previously p0 <p Sp0 u
1 ⇥ 10 (0.7 ⇥ 10 )
⇤⇤⇤ t
onth-year
capturing
unobserved
temporal
factors,
Position tfixed-effect
(std.
deviations)
0.0107
(0.0003)
pu
pu is the (s
User fixed-effects (⇢u )
3
on in the
sequence
of challengers
of opinion p and ✏pu is a3Gaussian error term
Month-year
fixed-effects
(mpu )
No. of debates
947, 181
r of opinions
that u challenged previously, serving as a 0.07
measure of their pa
R2

⇤⇤⇤ and the
hin-user correlation
between
past
experience
If u
Note: Standard
errors displayed
in parentheses.
p < 0.001;⇤⇤ p <debate
0.01;⇤ p < outcome.
0.05

nce, we expect ✓Table
positive.
estimates
Estimated
effect ofHowever,
past experiencethe
on debate
success. of ✓1 reported i
1 to 3:be
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